English
Key Text: Stone Age Camp picture and Stonehenge non-fiction
text.
Purpose for writing: Setting Description and a Newspaper
Report.
Writing:
Children will learn to write a setting description linked to our key
text and informed by their knowledge gained in
History last term. Children will learn the structure for writing a
newspaper report about mysterious developments at Stonehenge.
Grammar: Children will learn to use adjectives, prepositions of
place, past tense verbs, writing in the third person and the punctuation of speech.

Topic Name - Will Braunston ever become a town?
Class Jamila
Year 3: Autumn 2
Computing
Focus:
Purple Mash—Touch typing and
Spreadsheets.

Reading Detectives / Comprehension:
Children will focus on making visualisation’s, connections and
wonderings alongside language exploration and making deductions from our focus text.

Maths
Key Facts:
Multiplication and division facts for 2,5,10 times tables.
Quick fire number bonds.
Addition and Subtraction:
Children will continue to build on their knowledge of addition and subtraction using 3 digits numbers and ones.
To add and subtract 3 digits and tens.
To add and subtract 3 digits and 3 digits.
Multiplication and Division:
Children will continue to work on their knowledge of multiplication
and division from Year 2.
To recap multiplying and dividing by 2,5 and 10.
To recap arrays and sharing.
To become confident at dividing and multiplying by 3,4 and 8.

Science
Physics: Forces
Children will build on their knowledge on forces from KS1. They will
explore looking at forces, friction and magnets.

Geography
Focus: The UK local area – Will Braunston ever become a town?

Music

Children will build on their knowledge of the different countries
in Great Britain and their capital cities from KS1.
Focus:
They will learn about the UK, its regions, counties and large cities.
They will also compare the physical and human features of two
different areas.

Working Scientifically:
Children will know how to record observations and make sense of
them. They will also design and carry out a fair test.

Ukulele project led by NMPET.
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PE
DT

Focus: Real PE - balance / agility / social

Focus: Structures
Competitive – Striking and Fielding – Cricket
The children will DMA a shelter using selected resources from a
range given and investigate tripods. Linked to last terms history
work on The Stone Age to Iron Age.

Focus:
Understanding Christianity: What is the Trinity? (Christmas)

PSHE
Heartsmart.
Focus: Don’t forget to let love in.

French
Focus:
Les Animeaux

